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FOREWORD

Great people are ordinary people with extraordinary amounts
of determination.

Epictetus

Tough times never last. But when tough times strike, we often
wish for miracles. The greatest miracle, of course, is the one that
is always with us:  our God-given spirit. Many of us have made it
through tough times with nothing but spirit. That’s all we needed.

I remember the tough times when I was growing up. We
scratched our way through the Depression.  We lost our home and
farm to a tornado.  There were tough times building the ministry.
We were poor in money.  But we were rich in spirit, the greatest
wealth of all.

It’s great to see that two scientists—a medical doctor and a
psychologist—understand the tremendous God-given power of
the human spirit.  They present a crystal clear message:  You hold
the key to health and happiness in your hands.  And it all starts
with the positive thoughts in your mind.  They show you how to
use that key with a sure blend of science, inspiration, and scrip-
ture.

The Drs. Fox—Arnold and Barry, father and son—describe
how your words, thoughts, and actions are translated into the
things of the body, into chemical and electrical substances and
messengers that affect your immune system, your heart, your
cholesterol, indeed, your every cell. These two spiritual men have
reunited what modern medicine mistakenly tore asunder.  In
rejoining the human body and spirit, the Foxes make available
generous doses of the best medicine one can have: spirit.

Here you have a writing team that brings two exciting
perspectives:  The father’s life was tempered by the privation of
the 1930s and the fear, then exuberance, of the 1940s; the son
came of age during the great turmoil of the 1960s.  From opposite
sides of what we once called the generation gap, they join to
present their exhilarating science of the human spirit.  And it is a
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science of the spirit they describe, for they show us how mind and
body are joined.  They teach us that the body cannot be healthy
unless the spirit is whole.  And they give us their marvelous
prescription for joy, belief, love, forgiveness, and prayer.

And what a prescription it is!  In readable, inspiring language,
they teach how to turn on the power of the spirit.  The writing is
brisk and sometimes humorous, sometimes touching, always
fascinating and profound.  The Foxes challenge us to be our best,
then tackle the management of our own medical care.  They point
out that our well-meaning doctors often fail in their efforts to give
us good health, because a pill or surgery isn’t the best medicine
for most of our ills.  The best medicine is often a generous dose of
Good Spirit.

Strange words coming from doctors?  In the past, yes.  But the
Foxes are helping to lead the medical community into the future.
We’re headed for a great future, one in which science will serve
our spirit, as well as our physical body.

Scripture tells us that a merry heart is like a medicine.  The
Foxes tell us why, then give us the good words that help make us
merry.  They are truly, as the Reverend Norman Vincent Peale
said, “an amazing father and son team.”

How honored I am to add this opening word to a book written
by a son and father whom I have known as dear friends for years
and years!

DR. ROBERT H. SCHULLER

vi FOREWORD
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PREFACE

Making Miracles is a medical doctor’s 14-day program for health,
happiness, and success in every aspect of life.  You will learn how
to bolster your spirit, improve your health, strengthen your
immune system, brighten your outlook, and open up many new
avenues in your life.  You can lose the weight you’ve been
wanting to lose.  You can do better in school, and at work.  You
can learn to love yourself and have others love you as well.  You
can get the job, get the promotion, get the raise.  You can put the
nagging insecurities and anxieties, the guilt, fear, anger, and frus-
tration behind you. You can do away with a long list of physical
problems, from headaches, to ulcers, to fatigue, to pain.  You can
make the miracle of having your life be what you want it to be.

Boy, it sounds great, it sounds so easy.  Well, Making
Miracles is a time-tested, medically approved program based on
over 30 years of experience as a medical doctor, and bolstered by
the great works of the Reverend Norman Vincent Peale, whose
The Power of Positive Thinking and many other books have helped
millions overcome adversity and negativity; Maxwell Maltz,
M.D., the plastic surgeon who found that making a person look
beautiful doesn’t bring happiness unless that person also feels
beautiful inside; Professor René Dubos, whose philosophical
reflections on medicine, science, and man have done much to
humanize medicine; and other giants.  Yes, you can make the
miracles you want in your life.  We all can, but it takes work.
This is a lifetime program, not a quick-fix diet or three easy
guidelines for success.

Along with many of my patients, my son Barry and I have
used the Making Miracles program for some time now.  Like
everyone else, we have to be on guard against the dark sides of
human nature.  We must always remember to keep our spirits
strong, and every day renew our commitment to the Ten Pillars,
the ten aspects of a healthy spirit we describe in the book.  We
make our mistakes, like everyone else.  We sometimes give in to
the negative thinking that harms our immune systems and
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shrinks the boundaries of our worlds.  But it’s all right if you fall
down occasionally.  As Fred Astaire sang to Ginger Rogers in
Swing Time, you “pick yourself up, brush yourself off, start all
over again.”

Making Miracles is about living to your fullest potential,
physically, mentally, emotionally, and spiritually.  You can make
the miracle of being all that you possibly can.  Making Miracles
is the easiest program of its kind to follow and is certainly the most
important, for the health of your body is absolutely dependent upon
the health of your spirit. As you will learn, that is a scientific fact.

Read the entire book through first.  Then go back and work
your way through the program one day at a time.  Reread the
chapter for the day carefully, more than once if possible.  Try to
put yourself in the case histories as you read them.  Tell yourself
that you can do the good things these people did, that you can
be as spirited, as brave, and as resolute as they.  And you know
what?  You are as spirited, as brave, and as resolute as they.
These are ordinary people, just like you and I.  They met the
challenge:  So can we!

Learn the affirmation/visualizations and special medical Rx
for each day by heart.  Write them down on index cards and
carry them with you, until you have them memorized.  Make
them a part of your everyday life:  Soon, your life will take on the
colors of your dreams as you achieve goal after goal.

If you have trouble with a particular Pillar of Spirit (suppose
you simply cannot forgive someone right now), that’s all right.
Skip that day of the program and come back to it later.  We’re
striving for lifetime goals with a lifetime program; instant perfec-
tion isn’t necessary.

If you need more than one day to get through a part of the
program, that’s all right, too.  Take two days, three days, five, or
as many as you need.  The key is to keep your momentum and
spirit up.  Sticking to a rigid schedule is not important.

Barry and I will talk a lot about spirit, the gospel of your
mind, and the Ten Pillars.  We’ll present laws and principles,
case histories, quotes and summaries.  But it really comes down
to one simple concept:  Positive Addiction to Yourself.  Millions of
us are addicted to alcohol, legal and illegal drugs, eating,
gambling, risk taking, love and so on.  Millions more are

viii PREFACE
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addicted to negativity, anger, fear, frustration, feelings of failure,
grudges and hatred.  It’s as though we were taught, from our
earliest days, to plant the seeds of negativity in our minds, to
water them daily so they might flourish.  But you’ll learn in this
book that these seeds of negativity are infectious germs of the
spirit, every bit as deadly as the viruses that cause physical
diseases.  As a medical doctor with over 30 years’ experience in
treating desperately ill patients, I can tell you that the unhealthy
germs of the spirit and mind can destroy our immune systems,
weaken our hearts, turn our body chemistry upside down, bring
on depression and despair, and predispose us to failure in every
aspect of life.  For many of us, too many of us, this tendency to
self-destroy has already set in.

If we can break our addiction to negativity—and we can—we
can strengthen our immune systems, protect our health, lift our
spirits, and encourage great things to happen to us.  You can do
this by becoming positively addicted to yourself, absolutely
addicted to the great feelings that come from being filled with
joy, conviction, courage, love, forgiveness, dreams, and the other
Pillars of the Spirit.  That’s what Making Miracles is really about.

The two sure signs of good mental health are (1) knowing
that nobody really has it made, for we are all human; and (2)
being happy when someone else succeeds or receives some-
thing, and sharing in the joy of it.  When we are positively
addicted to ourselves, when our spirits are soaring, we are able
to partake of all the joy and love in the world, ours and every-
body else’s.  At the same time, we’re firmly grounded in reality,
we recognize our strengths and our weaknesses, and we under-
stand our role in this world.  This awareness puts us in the best
of all possible worlds.

Like most people, you have probably been told more than
once that you aren’t good enough, that you can’t do it, that you
shouldn’t even bother to try.  The truth is that you are good
enough, you can do it, and you should try to live life to its fullest,
most joyful and loving potential every minute of every day.
Make the miracle of unleashing your spirit that great tool you
can use to build exactly the kind of life you want.

ARNOLD FOX, M.D.

ixPREFACE
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very end.

My parents had plenty of problems; my father fought a long
and terrible battle with “demon rum.” When my father couldn’t
get a job during the dark days of the Depression, my mother
worked as a maid at the Germantown Poorhouse in Philadelphia.
For 90 long hours a week, she received $5. She always worked,
but those difficult days stand out in my mind. Not because they
were so hard, but because she never forgot to smile. Nor did she
forget to tell me that the future would always be great for me.
Both of my parents poured all the positivity they had into me,
their only child. Don’t worry about obstacles, they told me, just
keep going forward! And always do good, they said, echoing my
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strings—a kind word, an introduction, a free meal, a few dollars
until payday. Most of the givers received no reward, save my grat-
itude, and the great feeling that comes from doing good for the
sake of doing good.

How lucky I was to meet Hannah, who married me, a penni-
less student, then went with me through ten more years of
schooling. Lovingly, she devoted herself to our family. She was
always there for all of us, carrying on the tradition of teaching
children to believe in themselves.

Hannah and every one of my children contributed to this
book, this lifetime accumulation of teaching and learning.
Howard, Eric, Barry, Steven, Barbara, Bruce: As each new
member of the Fox family entered onto life’s stage, he or she
presented a new thrill, a new challenge, and a new person with
whom to share our love and enthusiasm. As I repeated to my chil-
dren, the positive maxims I had heard from my predecessors, I
could feel the magic in those great ideas and see their effect. As
I helped transfer the ideas from generation to generation, I felt as
if I were part of an endless chain of positivity and possibility,
beginning far in the past, extending forever into the future.

I began by saying that this book began 50 years ago, with my
grandfather. Perhaps it’s more accurate to say that the book
began ages ago, with my grandfather writing the first words in
my little chapter. I wrote alone for a while, then with and for my
family. Now I proudly write with my son Barry, watching with
amazement as a little boy I once carried now shapes my ideas and
philosophy with his own. Someday, the baton will be passed to
the next generation.

We all “write” a little in the book of life, our thoughts influ-
encing the thoughts of others. What went before helped
determine what we are today. What we write into the book of life
will help shape those who follow us.

ARNOLD FOX, M.D.
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Day 1
SPIRIT!

Quench not the spirit.
1 Thess 5:19

There I was—a third-year medical student waiting for a baby to
be born.  A little over 30 years have passed, but I remember that
day as though it were yesterday, for that very morning I had
watched my son Barry enter the world.  Then, just a few hours
later, a classmate and I were in a ramshackle little house by the
rail yards, where we’d been sent with a birthing table and all
sorts of sterile equipment.  Eight or nine little children ran
around the yard, playing, chasing each other, as the father
anxiously paced about.

We had been told that the baby was not due for another hour
or so.  It was obvious, however, that the baby had its own
timetable.  The obstetrics resident who was to handle the birth
hadn’t arrived yet.  I may have appeared to be cool and confident
as I joked around with my fellow student about what would
happen if we had to deliver the baby, but inside I was shaking.

Suddenly the woman cried out, “It’s coming!”  And come it
did, quickly pushing its way out of the womb and into the world.

I frantically grabbed the emerging head and held it as the
baby seemed to fall right out of the mother.  Everything was
happening so quickly!  My classmate hurriedly searched through
the medical manual we had with us, trying to find out what to
do next.

Time seemed to stop as I laid the tiny baby, covered with
birthing fluid, on its mother’s belly.  We waited for the baby to
breathe, to give us a sign of life.  “Oh, God,” I gasped.  “How
long does it take?”

Then we heard the cry we had been waiting for.  The breath
of life had entered the baby.  A new spirit was among us.  I knew
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that this new spirit, like my new son’s spirit, and all new spirits,
was a bundle of unlimited potential.  This new spirit, like all
spirits, could conquer the world if it remained strong.

We’re all born with unlimited potential in the form
of spirit!

SPIRIT!

The Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground, and
breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became
a living soul.

Gen 2:7

As dust we begin and as dust we end.  What distinguishes us
from the dust is that intangible something called spirit.

Our word spirit comes from the Latin for breath.  Spirit is
our spark of life, the animating principle that gives us energy,
creativity, and the will to thrive.  Spirit is the spark of the divine
within us.  Spirit is a marvelous tool with which you can make
miracles—the miracles of health, happiness, and success—for
yourself and for others.

This is a book about the spirit.  This is also a medical book
based on the latest scientific principles.  I was trained as a
medical doctor—as an internist and cardiologist.  But I am a spir-
itual man as well, a physician who believes that the best
medicine for most of our ills is not to be found in a syringe or a
pill.  Rather, it is in the strength and quality of our spirit.

More people than ever are physically ill.  We suffer from
terrible, often terminal afflictions such as heart disease, cancer,
stroke, and diabetes.  We’ve been hit by a virtual epidemic of
headaches, backaches, neckaches, ulcers, bowel disorders,
fatigue, sleep problems, inability to concentrate, and many other
ailments.  More than ever before, we are depressed, lonely, and
unhappy.  Millions are consumed by anger, rage, or frustration.
We feel as though we’ve failed in life.  We’re unable to forgive
ourselves our sins, or forgive others for theirs.  Traditions seem
to fall by the wayside.  Family is no longer a strong support

2 DAY 1
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center.  Opportunities seem to vanish as the boundaries of our
lives shrink.  Diseases we didn’t even know about when I was
going to medical school are scaring the daylights out of us—with
good reason.

Patients come to me with laundry lists of complaints, and
paper bags filled with medicines.  A 42-year-old mother of three
had been to 17 different doctors in search of a cure for her back
pain.  A man with a 20-year history of asthma had gone to physi-
cians and clinics in seven different countries, but found no relief.
A young woman wore a neck brace for 3 years after a car acci-
dent.  Despite drugs and therapy, she could barely hold her head
up straight.  A very famous old-time actor brought three thick
books into my office.  “There are my sickness diaries,” he said
with a rueful grin.  In the back of one of the diaries he had tallied
up his sick and healthy days for the past 40 years.  An incredible
60 percent of those days had been surrendered to sickness!

Other patients aren’t able to tell me what’s bothering them
when I first see them.  They’re lying unconscious in the intensive
care unit, needles and tubes sticking in their bodies, and
surrounded by many high-tech monitoring devices.  Standing
next to their beds, amid all the machines, I feel as though I were
inside the space shuttle, not a house of healing.

The medical community has responded to our epidemic of
distress in the traditional way, calling for more drugs and more
surgeries; stronger drugs and riskier surgeries; more specific
drugs and more complex surgeries.  As a member of the
American medical community, I am proud of our accomplish-
ments.  It is increasingly obvious, however, that our traditional
tools are failing us.  More Americans are taking more drugs, being
plugged into more machines, and wearing more surgical scars than
ever, but we are not nearly as healthy as we can be.  As we should be.

We stagger into our doctors’ offices in record numbers.  It
seems that we are virtually buried under an avalanche of
diseases.  We look to pills as our saviors, and we unwittingly
trade burial by disease for burial by pills and their side effects.
Most of the time, the pills cannot possibly work, because pills are for
the body and most of our physical distress is of the spirit.

The first billion-dollar-a-year drug was an ulcer medicine
named Tagamet.  It remained the world’s best-selling prescrip-
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tion medicine until a new drug called Zantac claimed the crown.
It is also for ulcers.  In fact, Zantac takes out advertisements in
the medical journals to boast about being listed in the Guinness
Book of World Records as the most prescribed ulcer drug on earth.

We will spend about $3.6 billion on ulcer medicines alone
next year, and more every year after that.  Despite swallowing
record numbers of pills, we will continue to suffer from ulcers.
None of these medicines can really cure our ulcers, for most
ulcers are symptoms of spiritual distress, not physical disease.
So long as we persist in treating ulcers in the stomach, not the spirit,
we condemn ourselves to pain.  This is not a new idea.  Back in
medical school I was taught that the stomach is the sounding
board of our emotions.  Still, we continue to treat the symptoms and
overlook the root problem, unknowingly condemning ourselves to
disease and distress.

Most medicines do exactly what they promise to do.  But
their promises, unfortunately, have nothing to do with the real
cause of our pain.

It doesn’t have to be that way.  God has given us the tool we
need to flourish:  He gave us spirit, the best medicine of all.

When the spirit is in pain, the body cries out.
Modern medicine can sometimes help the body, but
the best medicine for most of our ills is ages old:  A
strong spirit.

THE MEDICINE CALLED SPIRIT

The best doctors recognize and use the spirit, although physi-
cians as a group adamantly refuse to acknowledge it.  That
seems odd, for doctors see the spirit in action almost every day.
I have treated many patients who refused to let their terrible
illness beat them. You could see their spirit blazing defiantly in
their eyes.  You could hear it shouting “I will live!”  in their every
word, even when their voices were soft and weak.  You could
sense its electrifying power filling the room.

As a young doctor fresh from training at the Los Angeles
County Hospital, I was asked to examine a man who was very ill.
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He was only a few years younger than I, and like me, he had
three young sons.  My examination confirmed what the man’s
general practitioner suspected:  This young father had a rare and
virulent form of cancer.

During the examination he told me about the printing busi-
ness he had founded several years ago, how he began it from
scratch with a small shop and built it into three stores.  He spoke
of the fun he’d had at work—the challenges met, the obstacles
overcome.  I could feel the incredible enthusiasm and confi-
dence, the joy of life leaping out of him.  I wanted to wrap some
of it up and take it home to show my boys.

“Something is wrong with my body,” he said without fear.
“But my spirit is strong.”  Then he grinned and said, “My spirit
can lick your spirit any day!”

I knew he had spirit enough for 50 people.  I also “knew”
that he didn’t have long to live.

A year later I had learned a lesson about the tremendous
power of the human spirit.  All traces of this man’s cancer had
vanished.  The drugs we doctors gave him undoubtedly played a
role, but the drugs we had back then were even less potent than
those of today.  I am convinced that his indomitable spirit was
the medicine that beat the cancer.

In this man’s hands, spirit was a powerful hammer which he
used to build a monument to life:  to health, happiness, and
success.

Each of us is born with a very powerful “doctor
within” called spirit.

WHAT MAKES US MIGHTY?

“Wait a minute, Dr. Fox,” some patients say when I tell them that
their spirit is a powerful medicine.  “How can spirit do anything
to me, make me healthy?  Doesn’t spirit have to do with God?”

Absolutely.  Spirit is the touch of the divine within us.  Spirit
is the tool with which we build our lives.  Spirit is the filter
through which we touch, hear, see, smell, and otherwise sense
the world.  Spirit is the looking glass that reflects the world as
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we see it.
Your spirit is a special kind of magnet, one that draws like

things to you.  The strong spirit tends to bring good things into
your life:  vibrant health and energy, joyfully positive feeling,
success in every aspect of life.  A weak spirit is an even more
powerful magnet, drawing negatives down upon you.

There is a spiritual “body” within the natural body of each of
us.  Or perhaps it is more accurate to say that our spirit is the
motor that drives our body.  When the motor is powerful, the
body is full of health, energy, enthusiasm, curiosity, love, and
delight.  When our motor is running smoothly, we can easily
grasp all the wonderful opportunities life always places before
us.  The body will almost always follow a willing spirit.

Even before I made the connection between strong spirit and
good health, it was clear to me that there was a certain something
within each of us.  I’m reminded of an old man—he seemed very
old to me—who used to take me with him in his old truck out to
the farms in New Jersey.  He would bring fresh bread to the
farmers, and return to the city with their produce for the
markets.  At night he used the same truck to gather food and
clothing, which he took to the poorest families in South
Philadelphia.  He was still at it years later, as he approached his
eightieth birthday.  This man was my grandfather.  I used to
wonder why he was so much healthier than his friends.  After all,
they were about the same age as him, had similar backgrounds,
had eaten the same foods, and had even come from the same
countries.  Why was Grandfather so much healthier and so much
happier?  He had worked hard all his life, physical, back-breaking
work,  yet he was still at it in his seventies, his back still straight,
his shoulders broad and strong, his spirit sharp and focused.

My grandfather smiled often. He never worried unduly.  He
was filled with belief in himself, with love for others, with
courage, joy, forgiveness, and goodness.  He always dreamed of
what might be and worked toward his goals.  And you’ll learn
throughout this book that belief, love, courage, joy, and other
positive qualities are the ingredients of the strong spirit.

Grandmother and Grandfather saved very carefully for their
old age.  Often today, when a 20-year-old takes a job, he imme-
diately wants to know what the retirement benefits are.  Then he
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spends the next 40 years unhappily waiting to retire.  I used to
kid with my grandparents about their saving for old age.  Not
because they already seemed so very old to me, but because it
didn’t look as though Grandfather would ever stop working.
Even in his seventies he was working, helping what he called the
“old people,” bringing them food, taking them to the doctor, and
so on.  Grandmother would say it was time to start using the
money they had saved for old age, but he always replied, “Old
age isn’t here yet.”

“I don’t have very strong muscles,” he would tell me.  “That
doesn’t matter because the might of a man has nothing to do
with his muscles.  His strength is in his spirit.  God gave me a
strong spirit, and every day I say to myself that my spirit is
growing stronger every minute.  That’s why I’m so healthy.  And
that’s why I always smile.”  That’s why his life, which lasted more
than eight decades, was so healthy.

The might of man lies in his spirit!  The health of his
body, the clarity of his vision, the scope of his grasp,
the length of his days:  All depend upon his strong
spirit!

THE SECRET OF SUCCESS

As a child, I wasn’t sure I agreed with Grandfather’s assessment
of his life.  He considered himself a success.  To me, however, the
successful people seemed to be the ones who had the most
money, or were movie stars, captains of industry, or at least
drove a big car.

Having gone from being an economically deprived South
Philadelphia street kid to becoming a Beverly Hills physician, I
can tell you that success has nothing to do with money.  Success
is happiness.  That’s all there is to it.  The most successful people
in the world aren’t the richest or the most powerful.  The
successes in life are the people who enjoy living, who find happi-
ness everywhere, who look forward to every day with
enthusiastic anticipation, who love and are loved.  These are the
winners in life.
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How can we become successes?  It all begins with spirit!
A strong spirit ensures that all the channels in your heart are

opened wide, allowing you to love and be loved.  And love—love
for yourself and for others—is a prime ingredient for success:
The strong spirit has plenty of room for forgiveness.  The ability
to forgive freely—to forgive yourself and forgive others—guaran-
tees you a large measure of happiness and contentment.  A
strong spirit is fired by optimism and enthusiasm, allowing for
belief in yourself, courage, and joy.

Spirit may seem an elusive concept right now, but as you’ll
learn later, your spirit has direct and immediate effect upon your
body.  For example, the good thoughts engendered by a strong
spirit spur the body’s release of substances such as endorphins,
the hormones that lift the mood, block certain kinds of pain, and
strengthen the immune system.  Your spirit can actually change
the biochemistry of your body for the better.

A strong spirit can even make you healthier, more vital and
energetic.  Recent studies are proving what we’ve known for
years:  There are strong links between the mind and immune
system.  The strong spirit works through the mind to rev up the
immune system, to give you energy, to make you feel great.  The
health of every single cell in your body depends on having a
vibrant spirit.  Even the seemingly independent macrophages,
those powerful immune soldiers that engage germs in hand-to-
hand combat, have receptors with which they receive messages
from the spirit by way of the brain.

Success is having vibrant health.  We all want to be full of
energy and vitality, to feel young and healthy to a very old age.
The young oldster who has lived many years in health and joy is
a great success.  When your spirit is strong, your odds of living
to be vibrant and healthy to a very old age are increased.

Success is being the person you want to be, having the things
you want to have, and doing the things you want to do.  Being,
having, and doing does not necessarily mean accumulating
possessions and money.  Many people are very happy, though
they have only a modest amount of money. Others, including
some of my very rich Beverly Hills patients, find no joy in their
millions of dollars.  Being, having, and doing means exploring life
in hundreds of different ways, living life to its fullest.
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Exuberant happiness, vibrant health, and being, having, and
doing:  These are the components of success.  These are the
miracles we want to have in our lives, and these are the miracles
your spirit can make happen.

Strong spirit is the door through which you enter
into the world of exuberant joy, boundless love, and
unlimited potential.  With strong spirit you have the 
potential to be the great person you want to be, do
the good things you want to do, and have the
fulfilling things you want to have.

WHEN YOUR SPIRIT IS WEAK

Properly used, spirit can be the best medicine you can have.
Unfortunately, many of us unknowingly turn our spirit into a
weapon we use against ourselves.

A man came to my office some years ago complaining of
back pains, headaches, nervousness, and insomnia.  I took his
medical and personal history, performed a careful physical
examination, and called for the appropriate laboratory studies.
After the examination, we sat down in my office to talk.  “I don’t
know what’s wrong with me, Dr. Fox.  It’s always been like this
for me.  My life is lousy.  I don’t know why I was ever born.”

This wealthy man didn’t realize it, but he was using his spirit
against himself, using it to knock himself down instead of using
it to build himself up.  The words he spoke and the thoughts that
filled his head were instructions to his spirit:  Life is lousy.  His
spirit responded by altering the biochemistry of his body, thus
encouraging disease and unhappiness.

A beautiful actress recently came to my office suffering from
recurrent colds and flus, menstrual cramps, difficulty in concen-
trating, constipation, heart flutters, and what she called
uptightness.  She had a few easily treatable physical problems.
But the problems were symptoms of deeper distress.  It was her
answers to some written questions, not the traditional physical
examination, that revealed the underlying disorder.  I asked her
to complete a series of sentences.  Here is a sample of her
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writing.  The words following the dashes are hers.

I am—fat.
If I should die today—no one would notice.
I have achieved—I’m still alive. Does that count for something?
My life is—painful.  I want to cry all the time.
The thought of suicide—has occurred to me.  But who would care?
More than anything, I want—I don’t know. I don’t think about

lofty things, just about getting through each day.

This woman was spiritually ill.  Like the businessman, she
had little spirit, little spark of life, little joy or happiness.

A strong spirit energizes the immune system.  But when
your spirit is weak, your immune system falters, and the
biochemistry of your body tilts in favor of disease and depres-
sion.  When your spirit is weak, you see life through half-closed
eyes that miss all the wonderful possibilities and opportunities
that are always out there.  The weak spirit is a powerful magnet,
drawing in all the bad things we work so hard to avoid.

When your spirit is weak, you are filled with pessimism and
gloom; you feel small and helpless; you wonder if it’s possible to
find any joy in life.  Without realizing it, you are closing the
channels of your heart to love, stopping the flow of endorphins
and other substances, stopping up the flow of thoughts and
ideas in your brain.

When your spirit is weak, life is a chore, not the pleasure
that it can be.

I’ve delivered many babies:  boys and girls, black and white,
small and large.  I never delivered a success or a failure in life.  I
never delivered a lawyer, a doctor, or a truck driver.  Only babies.
At the moment of birth they were all successful because they
were filled with unlimited potential.  Some were physically
stronger than others, some had more innate wisdom or inborn
courage than others.  But all had unlimited potential as far as
their spirit was concerned.  And spirit, as we know, is the real
key to success in life.

The key to success is always in your hands.  It’s
called spirit!
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“THOUGHT DISEASE”

I am a physician with more than 30 years experience in the front
lines of crisis medicine as an internist and cardiologist,
responding to the needs of desperately ill people in intensive
care units and coronary care units.  I can tell you that very few
of the people who come to doctors’ offices need the highly tech-
nical skills we spend so much time perfecting.

As superbly trained as doctors are, we are not equipped to
treat the loneliness, estrangement, disenchantment, frustration,
guilt, and lack of spirit that are the cause of most of our physical
and emotional ills.  We are trained to treat the end result—the
diseases that come from poor spirit—but the underlying cause
remains to haunt us.

What is the underlying ill?  For many of us it is a weak spirit,
or, to put it another way, what I call “thought disease.”

Thought disease is an illness of the spirit.  We’re familiar
with diseases of the body, diseases caused by bacteria and
viruses.  We know that infectious germs can enter the body and
harm us.

Likewise, there are very specific germs that cause thought
disease.  These germs are all around us every day; in us, of us.
These germs are called anger, frustration, loneliness, animosity,
resentment, fear, and guilt.  We can neither put these germs
under a microscope nor fully describe them, but it is increasingly
obvious that these germs can be deadly.

For years we’ve felt that mind and body were separate enti-
ties.  Mind and body happen to be attached to each other, but it
was medical heresy to suggest that what happened in the mind
actually influenced the body.  Today we know that mind and
body are tightly linked.  That is why there is never a thought
without a thing.  Every thought we have acts through our brain to
create the “things” of health or disease, happiness or depression,
success or failure.  These things are very real chemical and elec-
trical messengers, such as cortisone, adrenaline, endorphins,
and many more.  It’s these things that turn thoughts into phys-
ical reality.

The brain is the largest gland in the body, producing a
constant stream of substances, messengers that are sent to every
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part of the body, every single cell.  Our thoughts, or words and
actions, are the stuff of our spirit.  They are the spirit influencing
the body.

Good thoughts spur the production of beneficial biochemi-
cals such as endorphins which, in the right amounts, make us
healthier and happier.  Good thoughts are medicine to the spirit.

Bad thoughts, however, unleash waves of highly charged
substances such as adrenaline, noradrenaline, 40-plus varieties
of cortisone, and others that can pound our system just as a
hammer can shatter glass, and literally make us sick.  These
things, born of bad thoughts, increase the chances that you’ll get
cancer, have a heart attack, or suffer from innumerable other
diseases.  Negative thinking also stops the flow of joy through
your body, and even decreases your chances of success.
Negative thoughts are infectious germs to the spirit.  That’s why
the overwhelming majority of people flooding doctors’ offices
today are suffering from diseases caused initially by their
thoughts, not bacteria or viruses.

Thought disease is a terrible scourge because it attacks our
spirit, because it attacks through the spirit, and because it is of
the spirit.  Tens of millions of us are addicted to negativity, like
the businessman and the actress.  We have eyes that see only the
bad in life, ears that hear only sorrow, arms that embrace
sadness.  With each jot of negativity we allow into our mind,
each bit of unhappiness savored and chewed over, we weaken
our spirit.  And as the spirit goes, so goes the body.

I’ve been fortunate to meet many people with soaring spirits,
like John, a 69-year-old plumber who had been a patient of mine
for some years.  He was married to a woman he loved deeply,
was the father of two, and had six grandchildren.  John loved
life, and loved people.  He made it a point to spend one full day
a week doing plumbing work for poor people for half or a
quarter of his usual rate—even for free if they couldn’t afford to
pay him.  John never struck it big, and he was never important
in the usual sense of the word.  He struggled with the headaches
many of us know:  high taxes, a problem child, an auto accident
that left him with a permanent limp, his wife’s breast cancer,
and so on.  Through good or bad, his spirit was strong.
Everywhere he looked he saw joy, he saw new possibilities, he
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saw love.  It’s no wonder he lived to be vibrant and healthy well
into his seventies.

I’ve also known people with low spirits, like Martha, a 42-
year-old housewife who saw misery everywhere.  She developed
breast cancer but it was detected early, and the prognosis was
excellent.  I had the feeling that she almost welcomed the cancer
as proof of the fact that life was miserable.  The surgeons
removed all traces of the cancer, but Martha wasted away during
the next several years, coming down with one disease after
another until she finally died.  Although the death certificate
gave pneumonia as the cause of death, I believe her spirit died,
and her body followed.

Thought disease is one of the most terrible diseases of our
time, of every time past, and probably, of the future as well.  

Thought disease is the weakened spirit’s means of
asking for help.

CURING THOUGHT DISEASE

We doctors have a panoply of powerful prescription pharmaceu-
ticals, yet there are no drugs to heal the spirit, for the spirit is the
touch of God, not a thing of the flesh to be manipulated by
chemical substances.  There are only words, yet, for the spirit,
words are powerful medicine.  Words of faith, enthusiasm, love,
joy, forgiveness, courage, conviction:  These are physicians to the
spirit.

In a sense, our words are our spirit, for it is our words that
are the concrete expression of our thoughts, beliefs, and atti-
tudes.  The actress, whose every word shouted out her
depression, anxiety, fear, alienation, and her lack of self-esteem,
unknowingly allowed her words to destroy her health.

We all know the words that harm us.  We need to learn the
words that heal.  Some of the most powerful words of healing are
those contained in the Bible.  Because they are the words of God,
and because we are all a part of God, they are our words as well;
words to nourish and strengthen our spirit, mind, and body.

Good thoughts are the antidote to thought disease.  More
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than that, good thoughts are the key to success in every aspect
of life; for words control your spirit, and your spirit directs your
life.

Not long ago, I received a letter from an old friend and
patient named Don.  He was the only one of his large family who
went to college and graduate school, and he later became a
wealthy and powerful businessman.  Only 47 years old, this
native Californian had everything anyone could want, except for
health and happiness.  It was no wonder, for his every word
seemed to be negative, his every thought one of anger, his every
act designed to help himself at someone else’s expense.  In his
letter, Don wrote:

I’m not surprised I became as rich as I did, considering I
was so dedicated to making money.  What surprises me,
however, is that I did not completely ruin my health, so
dedicated was I to quashing every bit of joy, love, enthu-
siasm or forgiveness that dared enter my mind.

Two years after I last saw you I hit bottom.  Nothing
in life gave me satisfaction, not even the money which
was for so many years my sole reason for being.  I would
have committed suicide, but, to do so, I would have had
to care passionately about something (killing myself).  I
couldn’t even interest myself in ending my misery.

Perhaps I would have continued in that state forever
if not for my youngest.  Last year, at the age of seven, she
told me I was a miserable old man who hated the world.
She was right.  I didn’t mind ruining my own life but I
couldn’t ruin hers as well (having done so poorly with
my older children).  I resolved to cure my spiritual
ailments for her sake.

Arn, thank you for giving me the tools with which to
turn my life around.  For the first time since I can
remember, I am sincerely happy.  I’m even enthusiastic
about life.  (But don’t tell anyone.  It’ll ruin my reputa-
tion!)

Through this book I’ll be urging you always to speak and
think of things that are good.  Whatsoever is enthusiastic,
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loving, joyful, forgiving, inspiring, honest, just, pure, or lovely—
think constantly on these things, speak of them often.  Fill your
mind with these thoughts; for your thoughts, beliefs, and atti-
tudes determine whether your spirit will be healthy or weak.

Yes, your spirit is the breath of God within you, the spark of
the divine.  But while it is given to you, it is also of you.  Spirit is
a dynamic process between you, the Creator, and all that He has
created.  Every thought you think, every word you utter, every
act you perform becomes part of your spirit, for better or worse.

Your words are reflections of your spirit, and your
spirit is made by your words.  Your spirit makes you
what you are, and you make your spirit what it is.
The potential is unlimited; it is all within your
grasp.

WHEN “WISHES” COME TRUE

Whatsoever things are true . . . honest . . . just . . . pure . . .
lovely . . . think on these things.

Phil. 4:8

“If the spirit is so wonderful,” a patient asked me, “why are so
many people unhealthy and unhappy?  Why do they get thought
disease so easily?”

The spirit’s greatest power is also its undoing in so many of
us.  Your spirit absolutely “trusts” you; your word is uncondition-
ally accepted.  If you say the world is great, your spirit believes
you, and it acts on that great belief.  It opens wide the circuits in
your brain, throws open the channels of your heart, sharpens
your vision to make you quicker to spot opportunity, energizes
the immune system, spurs the production of endorphins and
other beneficial biochemicals, and does everything else it can to
ensure that your world is indeed great.  But if you say the world
is not so good, your spirit immediately responds by prompting
the overproduction of adrenaline, cortisonelike substances, and
other biosubstances that, in excess, weaken your immune
system, slow the flow of creativity and thought, dam the chan-
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nels of your heart, and otherwise work to make your unhappy
thoughts come true.

Your spirit makes your “wishes” your reality—even if you
don’t know you’ve made the wish.

You don’t have to speak your wishes out loud, or even realize
that they are wishes.  You see, your spirit examines your every
thought, word, or action.  From these thoughts, words, and
actions it derives your wishes.  So think about things that are
true, honest, just, pure, lovely, enthusiastic, joyous, forgiving,
giving, and optimistic. Let these great thoughts be the wishes
your spirit acts on, the wishes your spirit makes come true.

Wishes can come true, do come true every day.
Always wish for the stuff of health and happiness
for yourself and for others.

WE ACHIEVE BY SPIRIT

Not by might, nor by power, but by my spirit. . .
Zech. 4:6

Our modern approach to health is seriously flawed.  Our health
philosophy celebrates disease, giving it the red carpet treatment.
Instead, we should strive to create the conditions that encourage
vibrant health, exuberant happiness, and success in life.

Drugs, surgeries, and the various medical procedures are all
useful, each in their ways.  Their ways are powerful, yet limited.
The way of the spirit, however, is both pervasive and powerful.
Your spirit is already a part of you:  it is you.  Your spirit is a
magnificent “doctor within.”  You have a direct connection to
your spirit.  Your spirit responds to you, and you to your spirit.
That’s why working with the spirit is so effective.

You can make miracles in your life.  You can strengthen your
spirit, bolster your immune system, learn to see the world through
eyes of joy, lose weight, get that better job, and be successful in
every aspect of life.  The key is to stretch your spirit to its fullest
potential.  There are ten aspects of spirit, the Ten Pillars that, if
kept strong and tall, will lift your spirit high.  They are:
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1. Choosing
2. Writing
3. Giving
4. Doing
5. Praying
6. Being Determined
7. Being Joyful
8. Forgiving and Making Amends
9. Dreaming 

10. Pleasing

These Ten Pillars of Spirit are the foundation upon which
your success in life is built.  When you believe in yourself; when
your self-esteem is good and you love others; when you take
responsibility for your success and look to God for guidance, not
a handout; when you face life with courage, determination, and
joy; when your heart is full of friendship, forgiveness, and good-
ness; and when you dream of the great things that can be:  When
you do all this, your spirit will soar.  With a spirit that soars, you
can make miracles in your life.

RX FOR SPIRIT!

A time to be born. . .
Eccles. 3:2

Each chapter in this book represents one day of your two-week
Making Miracles program.  Today is Day 1 of Making Miracles,
the Day of Spirit!  Tomorrow, Day 2, looks at the Gospel of Your
Mind.  Each of the ten following chapters examines one of the
Ten Pillars of Spirit.  On Day 13 we teach you how to become
Positively Addicted to Yourself, and finally we gather all that
you’ve learned for Day 14, The Beginning.

Read through the entire book quickly.  Then work through it
again, one day at a time, studying the lessons for each day care-
fully, one per day.  Make what you learn a part of your life.  Pay
special attention to the affirmations/visualizations and medical
Rx for each day.  Memorize the daily Rx; take it to heart, etch it
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into your  mind.  Carry the Rx’s image with you, see it, in your
mind’s eye, all day long.

Today you will begin building a strong spirit by practicing
the Rx for Spirit! I’m going to give.  Your Rx for Spirit! consists
of a specially designed affirmation and visualization.

Affirmations are short, positive instructions to your spirit.
With affirmations, you tell yourself how to act, believe, behave,
and be.  With affirmations, you plant an idea in your mind, in
your spirit, on purpose.  Affirmations are a powerful medicine
for healing.  Acting through your spirit, affirmations actually
change the biochemistry of your body, making the things which
you desire much easier to obtain.  Visualizations are affirmations
you “see” with your mind’s eye.

Enter into the world of your Rx for Spirit! several times a day,
with energy and conviction.  Here’s how.  Set aside some time
today to sit in a quiet room, on a comfortable chair.  Tell
everyone that you do not want to be disturbed; take the phone
off the hook.  Close your eyes.  With your mind’s eye, see a key.
It’s a golden key, gleaming, solid, resting on air.  This key is no
place in particular, it’s simply there, in your mind.  This key
represents your spirit.  Your spirit is the key that will unlock all
the doors in life.

Take a good look at your golden key, your spirit.  It’s solid,
and it fits every door and every lock.  Although giant in size, like
your spirit, the key fits easily into your hand.  See it resting in
your hand, always there, waiting to be used.

As you see your key resting in your hand, say your affirma-
tion for spirit out loud:

Today marks the exciting beginning of my joyous
journey toward health, happiness, and success.  I now
see myself, with the help of the Lord, as the vibrantly
healthy, exuberantly happy, and very successful person I
know I am.

With this Rx for Spirit!  you are giving your spirit a shot in
the arm.  Visualize yourself holding your key to life several times
a day, as often as possible.  Repeat your special Rx for Spirit! over
and over during the day.  Each time you see the key to success
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with your mind’s eye, take an extra moment to recite today’s
affirmation, loudly, with enthusiasm and belief.  Feel the key in
your hand.  Squeeze your fingers shut and really feel that golden
key.  It’s yours.  You can use it as often as you like.

It’s best to do your Rx in a quiet place the first time.  After
that, do it anytime, any place you can.  I often take a moment
when getting in my car, or after parking it, to do an Rx. You can
also use a quiet moment at your desk, during lunch, or when
you’re at home.

Keep a picture of your key in your head all day long.  Recite
your affirmation for spirit over and over during the day, out loud
and to yourself, as many times as possible.

With this Rx, you are beginning to create the conditions that
lead to success in every aspect of life.  Repeat your affirmation
when you lie down and when you rise, as you drive to and fro,
when you are at work and when you are home.  See yourself,
with your mind’s eye, as the happy, healthy, successful person
you want to be, you deserve to be.  Feel yourself imbued with the
spirit of success.

Today is the day the Lord hath made; now is the time to
begin.  The Lord will make us plenteous in every work of our
hand, starting right now.  Make this day, and every day, a new
beginning, another opportunity to add a blossom to your garden
of life.

GET STARTED

Boldness has genius, power and magic in it.
Goethe

There’s a crippling syndrome I see over and over among patients
and other people I’ve met through the years:  “But-itis.”  But-itis
is a terrible disorder that prevents people from getting started.
If you don’t get started, of course, you’ll never finish, you won’t
make your dreams come true.

You can tell right away if someone is a victim of but-itis.
They’ll say, over and over, “I wanted to do (fill in the blank) and
to be (fill in the blank) and to have (fill in the blank), but. . .” And
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the “buts” are unending:  “but I couldn’t afford to,” “but I got
married,” “but we had kids,” “but I didn’t have the background,”
“but they didn’t hire me,” and on and on.

I was lucky to learn very early in life, from my parents and
especially my grandfather, that the only way to do something is
to do it.  There’s no other way.  I also learned not to waste too
much time worrying about how you’re going to do it.  Just get
started.  That’s the key.  Everybody else will tell you why you
can’t do it, why it’s impossible.  Everybody else will have plenty
of “buts” for you.  Your job is to get started.

Ever since I was 12, I had wanted to be a doctor.  People told
me to forget it, it was impossible.  You’re too poor, they told me.
You can’t afford to go to college, let alone medical school.  People
from our neighborhood don’t go to college; they get a job to
support themselves.  Besides, only one other person in your
whole family, including all your cousins, was graduated from
high school, let alone went to college.

But I was going to be a doctor, and that’s all there was to it.
Not only that, I would go to college at the expensive Ivy League
University of Pennsylvania. There was simply no doubt in my
mind. I wasn’t any smarter than my friends who also had
dreams. The difference was that while they realistically “knew”
they couldn’t do it, I absolutely knew I could. I took the first step.

I got married during college, then went off to medical
school.  Again, I didn’t have nearly enough money for the
tuition, let alone rent and food.  And this was in the days before
student grants and loans were readily available.  To make things
tougher, my wife became pregnant.

We were very, very poor during those difficult years.  I
wangled a job as a pharmaceutical representative for what is
now one of the largest pharmaceutical companies in the country.
Calling upon hundreds of pharmacists and other allied medical
professionals, I heard it over and over again: “Gee, kid you’re in
medical school! I wanted to be a doctor, but. . .” But, but, every-
body had a “but.”  “But I got married,” “but I didn’t have the
money,” but, but, but.

And so it went.  I ran into many people who told me they
would have done this or that, if only they had had enough
money.  Or enough time.  Or enough training.  Or enough
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talent.  I never had enough of anything, except desire.  I guess
that’s the only cure for but-itis:  tremendous desire.  It’s wanting
something so much you’ll allow nothing to stand in your way.

I can’t tell you how many times I nearly fell flat on my face
during the dozen years it took to work my way through college,
medical school, internship, and residency.  Were it not for my
wife picking me up so many times and the helping hand I got
from so many others, I may not have made it.  I took it step by
step, always making sure that one foot was going forward.
Sometimes I wondered if I were headed for a dead end.  Still, I
knew the only way to do something was to do it.

EVERY “FAILURE” IS A SUCCESS

For years I’ve been telling people in my office to get started!  For
God’s sake, for your sake, get started with your weight-loss diet,
with exercise, with stopping smoking, with positive thinking,
treating your family better, or whatever it is you want to do.  For
many people, the hardest thing in the world is to get started.  I
believe many people are afraid to get started because they feel
they’re going to fail.  If they don’t run the race, well, at least they
haven’t lost again.  In the meantime, their goals become harder
to attain, and dreams grow dim.

Get started now.  Get started with the idea that you’re going
to succeed.  Lack of success is not failure, it’s simply some nega-
tive feedback.  Negative feedback has been given a bad rap.
Missiles, rockets, airplanes with autopilot and other devices all
have something called a servo mechanism to keep them on
track.  If the missile is off the course, the servo mechanism says,
“You’re two feet off course to the right,” or, “Tilt down two
degrees.”  The machine joyfully accepts the negative feedback,
because the feedback gets it back on course.  There’s no concept
of failure involved. The missile is simply on course, or off course
and correcting.

We humans have a similar mechanism inside of ourselves, a
success mechanism.  We’re built for success.  Just like the servo
mechanism, our success mechanism keeps us on course by
responding to negative feedback.  Without negative feedback,
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we would never reach our goals!  So when you get that negative
feedback from your success mechanism, say, “Great! Now I
know what I’m doing wrong, so I can correct it.  I see I smoked
that cigarette, took that drink, ate that cake.  Now I’ve got to get
back on course.”

I tell my weight-reduction patients to weigh themselves regu-
larly.  The scale is your friend, I tell them, because it tells you
when you’re off course.

It’s OK to go off course, we all do it many times in life.  It’s OK
as long as we keep correcting ourselves.  Every failure leads to success.

So get your “buts” out of the way and become a winner!
Want something so much that you’re willing to do whatever it
takes to get it.  Put the “buts” aside, and take that first step.
Don’t worry about the other steps.  Take that first one.  Let every
step be your first step.  With each step, firm and long or halting
and small, you’ll find yourself coming closer and closer to your
goal.

There is something you want more than anything else, some-
thing you absolutely deserve to have.  That something is success in
life.  That something includes vibrant health, boundless joy, and
endless love.  That something is within your grasp.  You can be
the success you want to be.  All the potential is within you, for
you have spirit!  Unleash your potential, strengthen your spirit.
Stand on your toes, reach for the stars!  All the good in the world
is yours for the taking.
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